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Abstract: - Hierarchic docwnent clustering has been applied to search results (query~specific clustering) on
the grounds of its potential improved effectiveness compared both to that of static clustering and of
conventional inverted file search (IFS).
In this paper we review and compare the effects of seven different measures of similarity among docwnents in
hierarchic query specific clustering. We have conducted a number of experiments using OHSUMED document
collection. The Experiments seems to indicate that the choice of similarity measure effects positively or
negatively the quality of clustering.
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1 Introduction
The cluster hypothesis states that relevant
documents tend to be more similar to each other
than b non-relevant documents, and therefore tend
to appear in the same clusters [7] Document
clustering has been extensively investigated as a
methodology for improving document search and
retrieval.
In most of the previous research the strategy was
to build a static clustering of the entire collection
and then match the query to the cluster centeroids
[l].On the other hand the behavior and effectiveness
of clustering methods when applied to the search
results of an IR system (i.e. dynamic, or queryspecific clustering) have not been extensively
investigated[2] .Two broad types of query-specific
clustering that have been mainly used in IR: are
cluster-based search and cluster based browsing
In cluster-based search, a single cluster is
retrieved in response to a query. The documents
within the retrieved cluster are not ranked in relation
to the query but rather the whole cluster is retrieved
as an entity. Cluster representation refers to the
formation of cluster representatives, or centroids that
attempt to summarize the contents of a cluster for
the purpose of retrieving the cluster. Incoming

queries are matched against representatives, and the
cluster whose representatives are most similar to the
query, is retrieved [2] . Three different types of
cluster-based searches have been studied in IR: Topdown search, Bottom-up search and optimal cluster
search
Cluster-based browsing paradigm clusters
documents into topically coherent groups, and
presents descriptive textual summaries to the user.
The summaries consist of topical terms that
characterize each cluster generally, and a nwnber of
typical titles that sample the contents of the cluster.
Informed by the swnmaries, the user may select
clusters, fanning a sub-collection, for iterative
examination. The clustering and re-clustering is
done on the fly, so that different topics are seen
depending on the sub-collection clustered [4] .
In order to duster documents one must first
establish a pairwise measure of document similarity.
Numerous document similarity measures have been
proposed, all of which treat each document as a set
of words, often with frequency information, and
measure the degree of word overlap between
docwnents. This paper makes a case for the use
of hierarchic query-specific clustering in IR
using seven different distance between documents.
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